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Folded laminated street and travel map, in color. Scale 1:6,500. Legend includes museums,
theatres, monuments, sights, churches, beaches, castles, ruins, international/regional airports,
airfields, hospitals, parking, gondola, taxi boats, hotels, restaurants, motels and restaurants, snack
bars, filling stations, camping sites. Includes inset map of Laguna Veneta (1:95,000), Murano
(1:8,000), Torcello (1:8,000), Burano (1:8,000), Lido (1:13,500), Veneto (1:900,000), Public
Transport Venice. Climate charts show the average daily temperatures, humidity, hours of sunshine
and precipitation for each month. Top 30 sights. Extensive index.
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I am a frequent traveler to Venice and this is one of very few maps that shows every calle (alleyway)
and canal in Venice. I stay on a courtyard that is rarely shown on any map, but it is depicted on this
one. Laminated in plastic, it won't tear from use. It can be written on in dry erase, if needed. And
includes the islands surrounding Venice along with the public transport stops and lines. Everything
you need for an accurate visit to Venice.

Durably constructed, easy to read, indexed listing of all streets (including over a dozen named Calle
d. Forno, "Oven Street") with key tourist sights and hotels indicated. A life-saver for a potentially
very confusing set of streets, canals, and boat routes.

This is the one you need! Lots of information, but easy to handle!All the sights are there, even a top

30.All the surrounding islands are there with all the boat routes.Even map of inland Italy and also
wheather information!I can't wait to go to Venice!

Venice is the toughest place I've ever had to navigate. Streets are unmarked. Streets dead end.
Streets aren't streets but canals. We had 6 or 7 different maps with us. By the second day, this was
the only one we used.It worked because we could find the squares and campos on it. We could see
all of Venice not just portions. Best of all, with a china marker, we could x the churches we were
going to, draw a red line from where we were to where we were going and then, with a tissue, erase
the line and draw another one. Our other maps that were laminated were really only protected from
the rain. If you wrote on them with the china marker you couldn't erase it... and dry erase either
wouldn't write on them or wouldn't erase (so they became single use maps -- once drawn on, it
would get confusing).

Just back from Venice and I agree with the rest of the reviewers here that this map is absolutely
reliable. It's very detailed, easy to follow and got us through the maze of tiny streets and canals
without any problems. The only time we actually got lost was when we started to feel too confident
and walked on a hunch. A quick look at the map got us back on the straight path.

This is a great map. It is large enough to be able to figure out how not to get lot in Venice...which is
a universal problem with most tourists. The laminated surface makes it easy to use with erasable
pens. This is a must for any tourist.

We used this map Summer 2016. I purchased it because another reviewer stated that this map
included every little alleyway in Venice. That reviewer was absolutely correct. This map really
helped us find the apartment we rented- it was in one of those little alleys that wasn't found on
another map we looked at. It is easy to read, I really appreciated quality material the map is printed
on- we folded and unfolded this map multiple times every day and it held together beautifully. My
only complaint is that I used a sharpie marker to mark our apartment- and the sharpie wore off by
the end of the first day! In a pinch, I used a sticker (part of a price tag) instead and that seemed to
work better. A thought- since the sharpie didn't stay on this map, you could use a dry erase marker
for each day's activities and erase at the end of each day. Wish I had known/thought of that before
our trip.

Borch Maps in my opinion are the best out there as they have the popular spots marked on the map
and are laminated so that you can mark them up yourself and then wipe them clean when you are
done. Love them.
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